Short Course: Sustainable Relationships In A Technological Age

Retell your story:

Where have you come from?

What was happening around you at the time?

How has our personal story been shaped by the world we inhabit, and how can we understand this global society?

You will develop your awareness of the processes of social change and those of your own becoming, and explore ways of influencing such processes.

We will examine philosophical, theoretical and methodological issues surrounding our notions of culture, organisation, development, change, innovation and progress.

The technical and methodical strategic discussions we have will remain rooted in reflections about fundamental issues: how we lead our everyday lives and how we relate to one another and to the world around us.

When: 11 Aug, 8 & 9 Sept, 13 Oct

Who: Working with Jacques Boulet

Where: OASES in Hawthorn, Melbourne

Cost: $495/$395 (Concession)

Enrol: Oases.edu.au/courses (or call 03 9819 3502)